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AinelMy name is Ainel. I started
to be a little model and i
enjoyed every parades . My
goal is to become a model
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Ainel
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Airen
VanUnen
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Hi, I'm Airen born on July 7,
2015 and my biggest dream
is to become a model

Photos Credits ::
brendadevries.photography

Airen
VanUnen
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Ash
Nicole
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My name is AshNicole
born and raised in a
small neighborhood in
Pittsburgh pa. I come
from a place were you
had to figure life out on
your own no one held
your hand ormapped it
out for you it was all
trial and error!

I found myself in my
model career, it gave
me strength, joy, peace
and self confidence to
go for whatever it was
in life that I wanted.
My children get a
better me my life has
changed for the better.
Know I am a Producer I
own my own media
network Circuitry
Media Network, I have
a successful podcast
She Say He Say ATL, I
help other women
with my group for
women empowerment
Sophic Models and I
am working in film as
well.

To be a model means
to empower those that
never felt good
enough or pretty
enough to take that
leap of faith to charter
waters untouched! I
want to keep being a
sounding board for
women andmen to see
the them that lies
behind that scared
person inside go for
what your heart
desires and too can
live out your dreams!

Photos Credits :: Soju
media, Shots by go

Ash
Nicole
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Aya
AbouErdeine

My name is Aya. I love doing commercials and
modeling jobs . I live in Denmark, and I am
5 years old.

I do All of that as a hobby, and I also dance once
a week.

Photos Credits :: Ninna F
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Aya
AbouErdeine
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Bella
Smith

I’m a 12 year old I love to play football, I play I’m a
girls league and a boys league for very good
teams won many football tournaments against
girls and boys. I love to ice skate and roller blade
it comes very natural to me , love to be in front of

the camera I am very confident withmyself dream
big and you might succeed

Photos Credits :: South coast kidz, George c
photography
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I’m bella smith I’m 12 years old blonde hair blue
eyes , I am a model for south coast kidz.

I have many hobbies I play for two very good
football teams one in a girls league and one in a
boys Iv played since I was 7 years old.

I love to roller blade and ice skate it comes very
naturally to me helps me relax and feel free.

I have many achievements often win football
tournaments with my team , Iv performed a dance
show at my local theatre when I was younger
before I went on to football, Iv received players
player of the year trophy and managers players
trophy.

My dream is to become a professional football
player womens football is getting very big now as
it should be and I’d love to be part of it .

I’d also love to become a top model I’m very
confident and comfortable in-front of a camera it
just feels right, I love fashion I take great pride in
my appearance.

I am a big family person family is everything tome
and also my friends mean the world to me.

I am a very confident girl , kind and funny with
great manners but also sassy everyone needs a bit
of sass.

Bella
Smith
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Blake
Majeske
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My name is Blake. I am fromUSA . I like to dance a
lot, alongwith this, I also do gymnastics. I was also
in our school gymnastics team. Till now, I have

performed in several dance events across US. I
enjoy dancing and this is my reason to work hard .
I want to be a professional acrobat dancer.

Blake
Majeske
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Daisy
Stallick
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To becomewell known in
fashion industry.

Photos Credits :: Mummy

Daisy
Stallick
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Julie
Leenen

Hi, my name is Julie Leenen and I am 8 years old. I
am a curly, bubbly girl, Who loves tomodel. When
I am older I want to be the New Romee Strijd, but

then with the curls.

Photos Credits :: Marjolein_portretfotografie.nl
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Julie
Leenen

Hi, My name is Julie and I am 8 years old. I am a
spontanious and bubbly girl. I like to play with my
friends and having fun with them. I also love to
play hockey. I am really good at it and maybe I
want to be a professional hockey player, but that
is not my ultimate dream. My dream is becoming
a real model, but I know that is gonna be difficult

because there are a lot of pretty Girls andmodels.
But I hope that my curls and freckles work for me.
I am still learning and I hope to grow in the future.
Maybe I am gonna be the New Romee Strijd, but
then with curls

Greetz,, Julie Leenen
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Madeleine
Friis

I am 8 years old and I Dream about an acting
career. I have already been acting in Many
commercials and also in a Music video. I love the
camera and I am very Proud of the jobs I have had.
I love attention and In my spare time I Dance twice
a week, and I love to Dance in front of an audience.

When I grow up, I hope I can be an actor for Living,
so I hope I can do more than just commercials in
the future.

Photos Credits :: Friis
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Madeleine
Friis

My name is Madeleine, and I love to act, to model
and to dance.

My dream is to become great actress when I grow
up, and that is why I already have startes my
career when I was 7 years old. I am now 8 years
old and have had many great jobs. I have been

acting in a lot of commercials and have done a
few photoshoots also and I would love to do
more photoshoots in the future. In my spare time
I dance twice a week and I love performing my
dance in front of a big audience.

Photos Credits :: Friis
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Saving up to get her
big teeth fixed

Mia
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Mia
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Renata
Costanza
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Renata
Costanza

Hi, my name is Renata Costanza. I'm 13 years old.
I'm from Mexico. I play tennis I like to dance and
travel my goal is to play tennis at the University to
compete and I would like to be an influencer for
children and young people so that they do the
sport that they like and that they know that it is

good for the health and the mind and that
compete gives you important challenges and
apart from that you travel a lot and meet many
friends and my dream is to be an influencer to
bring peace in the world
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Reyna
Montgomery

Hi I am Reyna Montgomery & I am a non binary
model & actor making strides within the
entertainment industry. I ama4x publishedmodel
in various magazines as well as being featured in
my first film Taste ATL The Series airing on Amazon
Prime in July 2022. Being a non binary entertainer
you face challenges of being so far outside of the
“norm” you tend to get overlooked; but in facing
that obstacle it has lead me to be resilient,

confident & determined to shine my light and be
accepted and seen within the industry in the most
authentic way. My mission is to keep shinning my
light to give others the same freedom. If you give
the gift of You to this world, you set others free
with your light.

Photos Credits : Nick Fancher
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Reyna
Montgomery
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Sara
Gandini

My name is Sara, I am 4
years old and I would like
to be a model for
commercials. I love going
to the beach and to the
pool. I really like dancing
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Sara
Gandini
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Teagan
Crevier

My name is Teagan. I am 7 years old. I love singing,
dancing, gymnastics and cheerleading. I love
fashion and all things to do with modeling. I am
signed with Propel Model and Talent
Management. I have participated inmany pageant

systems and have won many state titles over the
years. I hope to walk the NYFW runway one day
and become an actress.

Photos Credits :: Brittney Crevier Photography
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Teagan
Crevier
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Zaid
Adam
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Zaid
Adam

My name is Zaid Adam. I'm an actor and hip hip
dancer located in Southern California. I've been in
the industry for about one year and am enjoying
the actor's life which allows me to meet new
people, show different sides of myself, and grow
as a person. One of my favorite memories was
meeting Tim Allen on the set of The Santa Clause
TV series. It inspired me to continue studying
acting to fulfill my dream of becoming a series
regular on a popular TV show.

I also love to dance, and continue to work hard in
the dance studio with my team for our upcoming
competitions. I love the electric feeling of
performing on stage in front of a live audience. In
the past, I have been nervous before stepping out
onto the stage, but I always remember that my
parents and friends are in the audience
supporting me. That always helps me show up at
my best and enjoy the moment!

Photos Credits :: Rachelle Shank Photography
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